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The Numeral Figures refer to the Pages.

A

Alteration of the stars, 217. Of the planets, 229
Altitude of the planets, how to find them, 19.
Imotions of the planets, how to find them, 18.
Apparatus for viewing the Sun, 151.
Anomaly of the Sun, 153. Of the Moon, 180. Of the planets, 111
Heliocentric planets, 18.

B

Poles of double stars, 216.
Plates observations on the transit of Venus, 76.
Heliocentric diagram for exhibiting the precession of the equinoxes, 235.
Heliocentric diagram, showing the direction of the stars, 217.
Heliocentric diagram, showing the parallax of the fixed stars, 215.

C

Calculator (an instrument) described, 7.
Green in the Moon, 185.
Celestial Globe, improved, 15.
Cosis, 89.
Cox'. Astronomical, by Troughton, described, 325.
Cometarium (an instrument) described, 12.
Corrections of the Sun, 143.
Observations on the transit of Venus, 74.
Craters, on the formation of in the Moon, 188.

D

Dial Tides, 21.
Distances of the planets from the Sun, 31.
Double stars, 265.

E

Eclipse (an instrument) described, 23.
Eclipses, table of, from 1769 to 1900, 199.
Eclipse, obliquity of the, on the diminution of it, 224.
Equinoxes, precession of the, 221.
INDEX.

F

Fabricius on the solar spots, 133.
Faculae, or bright spots in the Sun, 139.
Fixed Stars. See Stars.

G

Galaxy. See Milky Way.
Galileo on the solar spots, 134.
Georgium Sidus, 86. Satellites of, 87.
Globes (planetary), 17.

H

Halley's method of finding the distances of the planets, 39.
Harding discovers the planet Juno, 92.
Harriot on the solar spots, 133.
Harrold's observations on the transit of Venus, 70.
Herschel discovers the Georgium Sidus, 86. His observations on the Sun, 140.
His theory of the solar phenomena, 144—examined, 145.
Hérel De la, on the solar spots, 137.
Horizontal Moon, 192.
Humboldt on the zodiacal light, 152.

I

Indentations of the Sun, 143.
Instrument for explaining the precession of the equinoxes, 225.
Insulated or single stars, 265.

J

Jovialae, 123.
Juno, 92.
Jupiter's belts, 115. His Satellites, 117. Table of their elements, 118. 
Place's theorems respecting, 119.

K

Kepler predicts the transits of Venus and Mercury, 70.

L

Lagrange's opinion about meteoric stones, 103.
La Lande's theory of the solar spots, 137.
Lambert on the distances of the planets, 93, note. Of the lunar spots, 160.
Light, aberration of, 27.

M

Mars, cause of the red colour of, 111. Luminous zone at the south pole of, 112.
Cause of the bright polar spots of, 113. Figure of, 114. Supposed to be phosphorescent, 116.
Mayery Tobias, on the proper motion of the stars, 153, note. On the solar spots, 166.
Mercury, transits of, 104. Table of the, 215.
Meteoric Stones, parts of some planet, 100. Objections to this theory answered, 102.
Micrometer, wire, 322. Divided object-glass, 324.
Milky Way, consists of small stars, 292. Is the projection of a nebula, in which our system is placed, 293.
Messy old, explanation of the lucid bow in the, 156. Appearances on her surface, 156. Maps of the, 156. Table of the position of the spots of the, 160–173.
Table of the large spots, supposed to be seas, 173. Method of finding the height

N


O


P


Q

Quadrant, astronomical, by Bird, described, 323.

R

Raccolus' explanation of the lucid bow in the old Moon, 150. His method of measuring the lunar mountains, 174. Ridges of the Sun, 143. Ring of Saturn, 123.

S

INDEX.


Shallow of the Sun, 142.

Spots of the Sun, 133.


T


Tabular view of the solar system, 128.

Tide-Dial described, 21.

Trajectarium lunare described, 19.

Transit-Instrument described, 322.


V

Variable Stars, 248.


Vernier Scale explained, 319.

Vesta, 93.

Volcanoes, lunar, 166–187.

W

Wilson's theory of the solar spots, 137. Of the solar globe, 103.

Z

Zodiacal Light, 151. Humboldt's observations on it, 151.

THE END.
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